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Market Opener March 26, 1999

A startup gives
PlayStation2 a boost
By Om Malik

EW YORK. 11:40AM EST—Sony (nyse: SNE) is
about to unleash the next missile in the videogame
market: its PlayStation 2. Running on a 128-bit
microprocessor and with enough graphics to handle
the best the gaming world has to offer, the $400

dollar box is Sony's answer to the cutting-edge products
being sold by rivals Nintendo and Sega.

Nevertheless, there is a lot of speculation about Sony's
ability to deliver enough games to make this videogame
console a must-have electronics gizmo. But such doubts
are mostly unfounded. Thanks to Cygnus Software, a
Sunnyvale, Calif.-based startup, which developed a
software simulation environment that allows game
developers to create and test game titles prior to the
availability of the next generation PlayStation.

The simulation software runs on a Linux-operating
system and basically duplicates the hardware
specifications of PlayStation2. Even though the hardware
is unlikely to be delivered until later this year, it seems
that many developers are busy cranking out games for
PlayStation2. The delivery of this simulator will
dramatically accelerate the delivery of titles in what is a
hyper-competitive marketplace.

Sony asked Cygnus to develop the simulator software
two years ago. What Cygnus has delivered is a software
replica of PlayStation2. The virtual hardware platform
represents a complete architectural simulation
environment, including 128-bit CPU core, floating-point
coprocessors and DMA channels. This provides a
complete environment that allows a developer to create,
test and debug gaming titles.

While companies like Mentor Graphics and Cadence
Systems sell tools that help engineers design
semiconductors, Cygnus sells tools that meet the needs
of software developers, according to Scott Petry, vice
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president of marketing at Cygnus.

Founded in 1989, with headquarters in Sunnyvale, Calif.,
Cygnus Software was one of the earliest converts to the
open source model and has made its eCos embedded
operating source available for free downloading. The
company makes money by selling developer tools and
other such application development kits.

"By working with Sony they can get the expertise to work
with higher-end applications. This is a tremendous
coup--[it] allows them to expand in a new market place,"
says Jerry Krasner, director of embedded markets at
Electronics Markets Forecasters, a Wellesley,
Mass.-based research firm,.

"It provides more sophisticated tools for developers to
develop the games for the platform as fast as possible,"
says Paul Zorfass, embedded analyst, with International
Data Corp./First Technology. Cygnus can now develop
simulation software for other companies such as makers
of cellular phones and consumer electronics devices,
says Zorfass.
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